
Strategic Message Planner 

 

Goal 

The advertising goal is to promote an all- purpose sports bag, which contains a variety of 

gadgets and items you usually wouldn’t find in your ordinary sports bag. 

 

Key Facts 

The bag has four unique items that will provide fun for whatever sport you are using it 

for. It provides a radio, wheels, television, and a keg to put your favorite beverage in. 

This bag will have everyone turning their heads wondering where they can purchase one. 

The bag will make you enjoy whatever sport you are participating in even more fun. 

 

Key Features 

The all -purpose sports bag is for any age. The bag will provide the ultimate athlete with 

many cool features in a bag. The wheels provide easy transportation instead of having to 

carry it. The flip out radio allows music to be heard during or before the sporting event, 

or even in between games. The flip out TV gives the owner all the sports package 

channels to watch. In addition, the bag provides a mini keg to put the owners favorite 

beverage in. This could include any beverage, including beer. Along with these cool 

features are compartments where owners can put bats, balls, gloves, rackets, clubs or 

anything you want! 

 

Audience 



The audience consists of all ages. The demographics would be for boys and men who are 

looking for a bag for more than basic needs. The price of the bag is $550 and comes with 

a 3-year warranty. The psychographics for boys and men include someone who is 

involved in playing many sports and want to have the extra fun. It focuses not only 

sports, but the fun that comes along with it. The psychographics for parents include 

parents who work regularly and are willing to pay for the fun. 

 

Product Benefits 

The all-purpose bag benefits all people who want to purchase the product. The product 

provides much needed space, entertainment during games, and it is convenient. Not only 

do owners get all these features, but they also get confidence in their game as well. Also, 

the 3- year warranty included. 

 

Direct Competitors 

Rawlings, Mizuno, Nike, and Diamond are all competitors. They offer sports bags that 

have been around for a while.  

 

Indirect Competitors 

Any sporting bag brand is a indirect competitor. These brands offer bags that are useful 

for each sport. 

 

Product Brand Image 



Currently, the image of the all –purpose bag is simple. The image provides a high quality 

brand that will not let you down. Many brands try using celebrities and famous people, 

but the all- purpose bag image uses its brand only. The brand is geared to prove the target 

audience that they perceive a better image. 

 

Strategic Message 

The target Audience is boys and men who are interested in sports and like high quality 

products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


